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Pathology Informatics Summit 2015 with a  

global perspective on Pathology Informatics 

• Plenary Session Wednesday, May 6, 1 - 4 PM: Focus on 
key P4 concepts (with an additional 2Ps) 

• Precision 
Pathways 

• Personalization 
• Prediction 
• Prevention 
• Participation 
• Performance 

               

• Detailed discussion of the science behind the 6p's Wednesday, 
May 6, 4-5:30 PM 

• WCPI sessions in the full day HIMA Workshop Tuesday, May 5 
• WCPI highlighted topic lectures throughout the meeting 

agenda 

  
  



2nd World Congress on Pathology Informatics  
at PI Summit 2015 

 
As pathology informatics continues to grow in scope and impact in the U.S. 
both the API Course Planning Committee and the Governing Council 
recognized that these efforts are actually international, as exemplified by the 
1st World Congress on Pathology Informatics held in Brisbane, Australia in 
2007.  
 
To that end, this year at Pathology Informatics Summit there will be a 
special effort to showcase international pathology informatics achievements 
and issues, through a “2nd World Congress on Pathology Informatics”. 
 
The WCPI will consist of a dedicated plenary session Wednesday May 5, 
2015 with the theme of Pathology in Proactive Healthcare and extensions of 
this theme and involvement of international speakers in other streams 
throughout the Summit. In particular the HIMA workshop on Tuesday May 4 
will feature a number of international participants. Throughout the Summit 
any topic sessions and plenary sessions related to international topics or by 
non U.S. resident speakers will be designated as “WCPI”. These sessions will 
be highlighted in the program to help facilitate attendees in identifying them. 
 
One of the themes running through Pathology Informatics Summit 2015 that 
will be particularly highlighted by the WCPI sessions is the role of laboratory 
medicine and its informatics in the ‘disruption’ of healthcare. This change in 
paradigm, called P4 medicine by Leroy Hood has had 2Ps added by Michael 
Legg in a diagram (fondly called “Hydra”) which is being used as a 
framework for the session. Michael has joined us again in helping to organize 
this WCPI. 
 

Laboratory Medicine and its Informaticians in Proactive 
Healthcare 'Medical Science vs Uber' 

  
With the biological and information revolutions converging and because 
demand for healthcare is increasing while the capacity to pay is diminishing, 
major disruption in the healthcare sector is ever more likely.  It has already 
happened in manufacturing, retail and media. 
  
There is a challenge to ensure that the benefit of medical science is not lost 
in this global paradigmal shift. Pathology and laboratory medicine provide 
the day to day scientific backbone to medical practice and so ought to have 
a key role to play in protecting and improving health outcomes throughout 
this change. Indeed some argue it would be proper for the medical 



laboratory and pathologists to lead the change but this ground is likely to be 
hotly contested. 
  
As in the non-health sectors the change is reliant on and driven by 
digitisation and informatics and so it will be the informaticians from 
pathology and the medical and research laboratory who will need to step up. 
  
This does not necessarily mean a defensive stance rather it is an opportunity 
to offer a science-based systems approach to health reform as an alternative 
to naked economic rationalism. The economics for this approach is based on 
the precept that the earlier, more focused and supported an intervention, 
the cheaper the quality adjusted life year. 
  
In Europe this approach is being called preventive, predictive and 
personalised medicine, and in the US, Leroy Hood adds participatory in his 
P4 medicine, while Eric Topol draws on Joseph Schumpeter’s theory of 
economic innovation to call it the creative destruction of medicine. 
  
There are many aspects to this move from reactive medicine to proactive 
healthcare. To survey this change that we are in the middle of two more 
headings have been added to the P’s for the pathology informatics lens - 
precision pathways and performance. 
 
The WCPI plenary will bring speakers with different perspectives from 
around the world to look at how the laboratory and its informaticians could 
and should play their part in the new order.  The following will be explored: 

• Precision pathways – information rich systems biology, new 
taxonomy, networks, models & complexity, 'omics & phenome-genome 
correlation 

• Personalization – personal health record, personal pathways, 
pharmacogenomics, self-monitoring 

•  Prediction – statistical thinking, screening by questionnaire, dynamic 
modelling, big data analytics, knowledge banks & mining, openness, 
transparency & bias exposure, complex clinical decision support 

• Prevention – population surveillance, bioindicators, app prescription, 
in-utero screening, early personalized intervention 

• Participation – on-line patient communities, crowd discovery, 
collaborative guideline development – wikimedicine, shared decision 
making, internet search, digitization enabled democracy, information 
commons & co-opetition 

• Performance – integrated measurement, peer feedback, quality 
systems, workflow embedded guidelines and care plans, pay-for-
success contracting 



Laboratory medicine is central to the proper translation of new biological 
knowledge into good healthcare. This is a contested position now and will be 
even more so soon. Further, while movement to direct interaction between 
consumer and the laboratory will continue, the ‘Uberfication’ of health will 
not be in anyone’s best interest if it means less effective healthcare. The 
opportunity is there for pathology informaticians to lead.



 
 


